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FLAX RETTING

Introduct ion

dn

The retting of flax consists of breaking

the pectio

substarces that bind the fiber bundleß to the surrounding tissues

Retting

and to the centrai woody core of the flax stem.
portant step In the production of flax fiber.

from flax

sternz

is

an expensive proceo

ai 1m-

The removal of fiber

and requires several diys

to a week or more by the methods used at preaont.

These

ke it impossIble for Inexpeneiv3 plants or small rettIn

monts to ret large quantities of flax straw.

holding over one seasonta

i

nethoda

establish-

This neoessitates

the foliorin

summer, thereby

introducing expensive risks, large capital investments, and increased
storage costs.
here in Oregon.

economic

These costs hayo tended to hold back the indus try

The problem of retting is, therefore, one of

importance, and any improvement that could be effected

would aid in reducing the cost of production and would probably resuit in an expansion of the entire

industry.

With this in mind, a munber of experiments were conducted by
the iiriter in an attempt to produce a better quality of fiber in a

shorter time.

From a review of literature it was apparent that a

large aniount of work had been done along this same line and that any

irprovement which might be effected would probably involve the use
of chemicals to

deim

decorticated fiber.

A large portion of the

experimental work was directed at the possibility of retting with

chemicals.

In addition, water rotting of decorticated fiber and dew

rotting of flax straw under controlled conditions of temperature and
moisture were conducted in an attempt to cheapen the unit cost of
production.
To familiarize the reader with flax rotting in genera]. and to

enable him to botter understand the experimental work reported in
this paper, a number of factors affectiuig the quality of straw, the

rotting process, and the subsequent drying of the retted nterLal are
discussed previous to the presentation of the experimental data.
large portion of this preliminary material

is

A

based upon research

work carried on by many investigators, largely European.

Literature Review

The ancient Egyptians were able to ret their flax in the

warm waters of the Nilo.

This led to the adoption of rotting in a

slow current of vater without any necessity for considering the cost
of the process.

At that time it

is

probable that little was

knm

of

the structure or chemical composition of the flax plant, or of the

minute organisms that were responsible for the loosening of the
fibers from the woody portions of the flax stem.

With the advance-

ments of science, workers have endeavored to obtain an accurate

1iowledge of all the processes of the plant during growth and in all
its stages of preparation up to the time the fiber

ket.

Chemistry, plant

uted to this study.

is

ready for mar-

physiolo, and bacteriology have

al.l

contrib-

3

Extensive investtgations of the factors affecting the rotting
process have been oarred on only during the pasl two decades.

During this time, however, great advances have been made towards
increasing the 1owledge of flax rotting.

With a portion of this

knowledge at hand, a number of factors affecting the retting process

will be discussed.
Factors Affect

the

of Straw

iali

There are rrny factors affecting the growing flax plants.

These factors detertine the amount and quality of fiber that can be
obtained from the straw and therefore are of importance when disouasi.ng the retting of flax.

Sorfle

of the more important factors

in-

elude climatic condition largely rainfall and temperature, soil

oondition

of which texture,

most important, and various

structure, fertility, and drainage are
other factors such as rate and tmn

of

sowing, variety, and freedom from weeds.

These factors influence the height, stem diameter,

tillering,

and rate of growth which determine the quality of flax straw.

Tall,

medium sized stems without tillers yield a larger per cent of higher
quality fiber than either large or small stonned flax.

Also large

stems ret much more quickly than fino stems which often necessitates
the sorting of the flax straw previous to retting so as to obtain a
more uniform quality of fiber.
It haz been found that fine stemmed, poor quality flax is

often associated with dry, hot growing conditions while larger

stemmed flax of higher quality is produced under cool, moist

4

conditions.
and 1931.

This was found to be the case here in Oregon during 1930
The straw produced in 1931, which was a relatively dry

year, was fine stemmed, hard, and contained a small per cent of fiber

while the year previous an unusual amount of moist'tre was present
during the growing season and largor stemmed straw containing a higher
por cent of fiber was produced.

eness when Harvested
The stage of rrturity of the flax straw at the time of harvesting has a

nrked effect

of fiber produced.

on the

rettng process and upon the quality

Lazarkevitch (46) states that in Ireland,

Oriental Flanders, and Holland, flax is generally harvested at green

maturity, often being pulled early in the morning, deseodod later
durmn

the day by the aid of an iron comb, and placed in a rotting

pond or in the River Ly

that evening.

A very fine, but not extra

strong fiber is obtained which is used in the manufaoture of fine

materials such as cambric and lace work.

He and Robinson (59) state

that flax harvested during the yellow maturity stage gives a medium
fine,

strong, elastic fiber while if allowed to mature fully before

harvestîng,it becomes lignified and the fiber loses its elasticity

and separation is more difficult.

A larger yield of tow

is obtained

from straw allowed to fully ripen before harvesting when it

is

worked

up, due to a treaking of the fibers which have becosrte lignified.

Anderson (1), Ehrlich (27), and others have found that lignification
interferes with ret1ng.

The latter considers that a conversIon of

pectin into lignin is caused by chemical and enzymic processes

5

dur1n

grorth and aging, and may be represented by the f o11aring

equation:
C46116804 e-----

C45H48016 + co2 +

1OHO

+ C

By harvesting flax straw before it was fully mature Robinaon
(59) found no etatisticall,r significant decrease in the quantity of

fiber produced whioh is so'newhat in accordance with the resulta ob-

tamed by Hutchinson

(37), but not generally believed to be the case

from cornneroial results.

Several workers have reported on the effect

of early harvesting on the vitality of the seeds among which might be

mentioned Diliman (24), Barker and Eyre (s), Bredomarm. (14), Eyre
and Fischer

(28),

and Ooitz and Pander (54).

In general

it

was found

that when flax is harvested in the green stage of maturity most of
the seed is sacrificed but if it is harvested in the yellow stage a

large portion is recovered as it will complete its ripening during

the following few days usually

a11wed for drying.

Eyro and Nodder (29) found green straw to ret much quicker

than ripe straw but that the retting process must be stopped at just
the right time; otherwise a serious weakening of the fiber bundles
results.

Also a larger amount of acidity

is

produced with the green

straw which they attribute to be due to the presence in such straw
of larger

quantttes of sugars and possibly free acids.

This

greater acidity, however, does not produce a harsh fiber but rather
a very soft,

pliable fiber which Robinson (60) rates as being of

better quality than from straw harvested at any later stage of
maturity.

Water Retting

Temperature of the RettÌn Water
warn water

The

1046

retting process

was developed by Schenk in

in which the temperature of the retting water was raised up to
Previous to that tinte heat from the sun's rays was used, and

320 C.

except in warni areas and during the summer months of cooler areas,

this source

of heat was inadequate and prolonged the

artificial heating

Since that time
and

is

nov;

of

retting tanks

retting period.
has developed

being used to a large extent in most flax growing areas

including Belgium where
formerly carried

on

it

is replacing a porti

on of

the retting

in the River Lys.

Eyre and nodder (29), Huntley (36) and others found

to

be most

rapid at 37°

C.

Above 400 C.

bacteria is marizedly inhibited

arid

the action of normal rotting

other less active organisms "ob-

tain the ascendancy" with the result that retting
Also below

200 C.

rotting

becomes very

s1.v.

the rate of rotting decreases as the temperature

falls.
In general

it

that between 30-32°

has boon found

the moat

C.

satisfactory results are obtained in ordinary water rotting. Higher
or lower

temperatures

may be

organIsms;

e.g., in the

felsineus,

a

vetting is

much

used to promote

rotting

by

specific

Carbone Process using the organism

temperature of 370

C.

is required.

The

Bacillus

danger of over-

greater at higher temperatures while with lower

tomperatures rotting is so slow that

sarples of straw and work them

sufficiently rotted.

A

up

it

is often possible to dry

to deterrine

when

the straw is

drop of 10 degreec or more of the

rotting

7

water

liable to disturb the

Ls

abnor]na].

norl

course of

retting

set

and

up

ferznentaton characterized by the formation of considerable

quantities of marsh gas (70).
Proportion of Straw to Water
The

some

proportion of flax straw to water is believed to have

effect

on the

length of time necessary to complete the retLng

process and also upon the quality of fiber produced.

However,

this

is not usually considered in ordinary tank rotting or in stream ret-

ting to

factor that should

be a

be

varied with different lots of

straw. Ruschmann (68) states that the proportion should range froen
twenty to eighty to one by

ight of straw for different varieties

to obtain satisfactory rotting. It would seem more probable that
differences between varieties would have a greater bearing

on

the

quality of fiber produced than by varying proportions of straw to
In canal and river

water.

retting to

be discussed

later it will

be

seen that a much greater proportion of water than even the eighty to
one

ratio is present

and very good

retting is obtained.

Rettin Organisiun
Many

early workers studied the water of retting pools and as-

certained the presence of different organisms.
1879

carried

on soue

early inveatigations

rotting designating Bacillus

retting.

The

first real

isolated by

M.

(86), in

the microbiolo,r of flax

lobacter as being responsible for

work of

that of fi.nogradsky (88) in

on

Van Tioghem

this kind reported,

1895 in which

Fibres. Hatnn (33) in

however, was

ten different species were

1902 probably was

the

first

E:'

worker to determine definitely that a number of organisms were re3pOflsible for retting.

He found that B. mesenterious, B. subtilus,

Streptothrix sp., and Pseudomorias fluoresoens were able to ret flax
efficiently.

Hoffmeister, in 1910, as mentioned by Carter (15)

added to our knowledge of flax retting bacteria by determining that

Bacterium inegetherium was least actLve while Bacillus subtilus,

13.

trtficus coil and B. fluorescens llquefac.iens were most active in

retting flax.

A number of other writers have reported on organisms responsible for retting among which might be mentioned Behrens (io),

Stormer (28), Rossi (64), Wyant (89), Carbone (17,18,19),

Rusohmann (67,68,69), Tanner (79), and Trevethick, et al (83),
The findings of some of these workers will be mentioned later.

Of the more recent writers Omeliansky (53) believes that

Granulobacter peotinovorum is responsible for rotting but is accoinpanled by other bacteria having the role of favoring the retting

process, hastening it and giving a better product by protecting the
anaerobic retters from direct action of oxygen.

1ainov (48) recently reports that pectic fermentation by
the anaerobic organism Granulobacter peotinovorum does not yield

ui1y oxidized compounds, the end products being butyric acid, a
small amount of alcohol, and minute amounts

hydrogen.

of carbon dioxide and

On the other hand, Peotinobacter ary1ophi1um yields

completely oxidized products, carbon dioxide and hydrogen, with

about 25 per cent alcohol and formic acid.

The explanation being

that with

a

the plant

piaents

greater oxidizing

power

the aerobe causes destruction of

which do not occur in the presence of the anaorobe.

states that
comes more

iii the

fiber

and extractives as well as bleaching of the

retting

of

further

Makrinov

flax with Pectinobacter the fluid be-

active if used over several tines.

Stampa (77) has grouped the organisms

responsIble for ret-

ting into the following divisIons:
1.

Aerobes

a.

Group of

Bacillus subtilis and mesenterious

(B.

mesentericus vul&atus, investigated for the purpose
by

Vial;

the

same

B. of Merxnier; B.

type of Rossi;

B.

peoticus and others of

of Rusohrann; and B. of

Trevethick, Robinson, and Snyder).
b.

Group of B.

asterosî,orus (B. asteros2oruz

yor

Migula; B. macerans Schardinger; B. comesi.i Rossi; B.
Krameri Rossi and Carbone; Bacillus

Cigiova; Peotinobacter amyloph1l
2.

Anaerobes under

B

of Makinov and

Makrinov).

certain circumstances and less strictly

anaerobic.
These organisms even

aerobic

life

of more or less

are usually activo for

aerobic conditions.
and

if capable

rettirg

in

They include a number of

an-

spece

varieties belonging to the group of Bacillus

amylobacter in the senso of Bredeìrann (Granulobacter

pctthovorum and Granulobacter urcuhalum of

lo

Beijerinck and van Delden--Plectridiuin p1eotlnovoriuni
bacteria

of Stoermer, bacillus de 'Ilinogradsky)--the
1,

2, 3,

4,

5, and the

bacillus 6 of Kayser and

Delaval.
3.

Str1c

anaerobic.

This group includes for the moment only the Bacillus

felineus Carbone, the

B. ma,'monei Carbone,

and

probably Plectridium arrarilluxn Sordelli and Soriano,
of which it

is rnere)î

1arn

that it does not attack

cellulose, that it produces a less energetic retting

than that of Bacillus felsineus, and that it imparts
to mashed potatoes a bright yellow coioraton.
4.

Therrnophilous rett

oranisrns stfll unknovm, but

probably active in the simple country retting of
textile plants such as is carried on in the hot
springs of Bulicame at Viterbo in Italy.
Staripa states that each of the groups of microbes

in part, each

ictics.

(and even,

of the species) confers on the fiber certain character-

The aerobes producing the false rettthg which is very dif-

ferent from the true retting of the Italian country retting tanks;
the Anrlobacters being capable only of producing a poor and uncer-

tain effect, while the strict anaerobes,

in particular B. felsineus,

act uniformly and actively, and impart to the fiber characteristics
of the best country

retting methods carried out under water.

11

Pur

Culturo Rett thj

Retting has been acconp1Ished by usine pure cu1ture of a
number of

oranianìs and several processes have been developed.

Probably the

first

attempt to ret with a pure culture was by

Deuer

and Deswai-te, au mentioned by Bazzocelti (9), in which they used a

culture of Baoil].us anrlobacter to ret flax with apparently good
results. Previously, however, Carter (15) montions that Doumior in
1899 advocated a method of

rettiug in

added bacteria isolated from

vJarrL

water to which had been

rotting liquor. Bazzocohi

alc

men-

tions that Hiltner and Storiaer used cultures of plectridluin
pctinovorwn and other organisns of seocndary value while Makrinoff
used

Pectinobacter aniylophilus in his process.
About

this

same

tiria Rossi (64) and his collaborators started

extensive investigations at the Institute of Agricultural Bacteri-

at Portici, Italy.

ology in the Royal Higher School of Agriculture
In 1916 he introduced a process named

after himself

approval in parts of Italy and France.

During the

flax industry

was

newly established
widespread

a

practtcally

at

ratting plants

which received

r,

however, the

a standstill and several of the

were destroyed.

adoption of this new process which at

This prevented the

first

seemed

to be

great improvement over any previous process.
Rossi. Process are as follows:

The

essential features of the

1.

Inersthg the textile materials in ordinary

2.

Raising the temperature up to
"optimum"

28

to

wator.

300 C., which was

for the bacillus or culture used.

12
3.

Addition of a suitable quantity of Bacillus cornesil in
the bouillou,

4.

prepared by means of ferments.

Passing a current of air through the whole of the retting
liquor all during the rotting process by means of per-

forated horizontal pipes at the bottom of the vats.
The two outstanding advantages of this process were the shorter period necessary to complete the retting process and the

ination of danger of over-rotting.

ehm-

The disadvantages are many so

only a few of the more important ones will be given.

Ruschrnann (71)

found that a very intense aeration, many tiznes that specified by
Rossi, was necessary which entailed expensive and inconvenient

equipment and operation, such expenditure not being justified

economically.

The fiber was found to be more dull in appearance,

harder and darker in color than that obtained in the anaerobic
process.

Bazzocchi (9) got very unfavorable results using this
process, the fiber being so gummy that lt could not be used

mercially.

He found the rercentage

corn-

of tow to be high while the time

necessary to complete the rotting process with hemp, flax, and ramie
was 139, 141, and 157 hours respectively.
The Carbone Process

Carbone (17) isolated from the mud of

sorne

of the rotting

pits in Bologna, Italy, an obligate anaerobic bacillus which he

called Bacillus felsineus, which was capable of rotting hemp and
rany other textile plants.

The addition of this bacillus to the

13

rotting solution
370

c.

and the accurate ra1rrenance of a temperature of

formed the basis of

this process.

states that

Stampa (77)

cultures of this bacillus are prepared in the liquid forti of

ttF1jflyjj,9

or in the powder 'Felsinoyira secco."

The

dry

Felsinoylina is 10 timos more concentrated than the forner, more

ea11y transported, especially to great distances,
keopin qtmlities.

He

convicting of one-half

liters

states that

liter

3

to

liters

10

liquid Felsiiioyirna or

of

better

of ferment

10

plant in

water in which the

textile plant

of

50 grairs

of solution is added per quintal of

the powder in
warn

from

and has

textile

has been placed for

rett ing.
The

advantages of the Carbone process as sunimnarized by Tobler

(80) aro as follcws:

to comlete the retting process.

1.

Reduced time needed

2.

Better color of fiber.

3.

Production of less smell and acidity or improved condi-

tions of the effluent water.
Disadvantages:

inoculation with a culture of specific bacter5.e..

1.

Need of

2.

Preparation of inoculating material.

3.

High temperature of

rotting solution.

Another disadvantage which has received soire

the danger of over-rotting

rotting proceeds

so

which

rapidly.

is

a

little criticism

is

very important factor when the

14

Bazzocohi (9) found that fiber obtained from

us1.r

Bacillus

felsineus was equal to that of the natural warn water rotting
process being completed in 75 hours with flax, 94 hours with hemp,
and 97 hours with rar le.

He also found that the rotting liquor

could be used for two or more macorations,

but which does not seem

practical or at least has not aided greatly in the widespread

adoption of the process by flax producing countries.
The Kayser Process

Kayser and Delaval (38) isolated

6

organisms from rotting

textile plants and named them Bacillus numbers

I

to VI.

No. VI

forned the basis for the Kayser process (British patent No. 208,397,
Jan. 6, 1923) which was not used to any extent.

The process

con-

sisted essentially of adding a culture of the above organisms to

the rotting mass at a temperature of 25-28° C. which accelerated
the rotting process requiring from 60 to 70 hours for conpietion.

Muller (34) states that the rotting goes so far and there is an acoornpanying flora developed which will destroy cellulose.

The using of pure cultures of specific organisms to ret flax
has been reported on by other workers.

Probably the most outstand-

Ing investigation carried on in this country on the characteristics
of specific organisms and pure culture rotting was performed by

She isolated a large number of organisms from

Trevethick (83).

scutched fiber and after determining the morphological,

cultural,

and physiological characteristics of those which were active retters,

carried

or.

a

number of tests to determine the rotting ability

15
of specific organisns

by using sterilized straw.

She concluded that

there were three organisms that qualified as flax "retters" and

which belonged to Bergey's mesentericus-1Tgatheriurn group.
Robinson

arid

Snyder (63) found when pure cultures of eff t-

cient retting organisi,is, as isolated by Trevethick, were added in
large quantities, that the retting process
ly.

s

hastened only slight-

They suggested that the control of acidity in the retting bath

to be a more promising method of producing a quicker ret and a

better quality of fiber.
In

sturaning

up retting with pure cultures it has generally

been found that the organisms responsible for retting increase on
the flax straw almost as strongly without

oculation of a pure culture.

inoculation as with in-

Muller (34) states that with retting

under ordinary conditions, bacteria are

a1ys

found on the flax

stems in groat amount and the additional handling of pure cultures
13

not worth the while.

He does not believe that a new bacillus

will be present in any greater amount when pure cultures are added
Also, that no better

than under ordinary retting conditions.

quality of fiber can be produced, the only advantage may be a

shortening of the retting process.
couraged the practices emDloyed in

This,

nny

of course, has dis-

new processes whereby pure

cultures of organisms are added to speed up the retting process.
Of all the pure culture processes that have been developed,

Carbone's process has

iven the most satisfactory results.

Even
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with this advantage Stampa (77) states that in 1930 there were only
2

retting establishments in Italy eniploying this process.

Using of Oid Retting Liquor
Portions of the old retting liquor have served as a souroe
of inoculurn for the water of new rets for a long
(58)

time.

Robinson

states that the basis or principle of this process was in-

vented by

ihr.

Constant Vansteenkicte of Ypres, Belgium, about the

beginning of this century.

A Vansteenkiste ret consists in using up to 40 per cent of
old retting liquor and the remainder of the water Iron small ponds

After a day of ret-

containing old liquor from many previous rets.

ting, a small portion of the retting solution is allowed to flow
out and a small jet of fresh water is admitted causing a circula-

tion of the retting solution.

Muller

(34) brIefly describes the

Cousinne process which was used. in France to a limited extent consisting essentially in adding a portion of the old liquor to the
new rotting solution.

Also, milk of lime la added

neutralize the acidity

that

mainly to

develops.

Another example of this type of

rotting

was that

of Lucas

(British patent No. 339,808, Dec. 23, 1929) in which a quantity of
liquid from a previous first stage ret was added

to

the new retting

water at a temperature of 25° C. which was maintained for 12-24
hours.

A portion of the liquor

is

then run off and may be used

for the next batch, the tank being filled with fresh water and the
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temperature slowly raised to 370 C., which temperature

is

maintain-

ed until retting is complete.

Old retting liquor is used in various part8 of Europe but

usually only in areas whore fresh water is scarce.

The usual prac-

tice is to allow the retting effluent to stand a terS.od of time in
small open ditches or ponds before being used over again.

This

al-

lows the heavier particles to settle out and a partial purification
of the rotting solution by aeration.

Circulation and Renewal of the Rotting Solution

A nwnber of processes have beer developed, especially since
the World War, which involved the circulation of the rotting solu-

tion.

In several processes the rotting liquor is slowly withdrawn

from the rotting tank and then returned after receiving some sort
of treatment,

largely purification.

The Thellior-Soenens method as described by Stampa (77),

huller (34), and others, consists in pumping the retting water

which overflows through an outlet back into the bottom of the vat.
The solution is aerated in its transit by fine bubbles that are ob-

tamed by compressing

air between the walls of a porcelain cylinder

or one of porous sandstone.

This aeration and the maintenance of a

temperature of 330 C. forms the basis of this rotting procoss which
is

probably the most modern system of industrIal retting of flax

being used in Belgium and Spain to any extent at the present tine.

A number of patents have been issued Summers for processes
based on the circulation of the retting solution; e.g., U. S.
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patent No. 1,497,808, June 17, 1924,.

involving the withdrawal of

the liquor from the rotting material to be filtered with the idea of

neutralizing the action of putrefaction bacteria.
liquor is then returned to the retting vat.

The filtered

In a previous patent

he claimed that the proportion of useful to putrefaction bacteria

was increased by circulating the rotting liquor from the vats

through a filter in which the insoluble products of fermentation,

which acted as culture bacteria, were collected and removed.
Closely associated with circulating the rotting liquor is the
preliminary leaching of the flax straw previous to retting.
process (u.

s.

Clarkts

Patent No. 1,808,593, June 2, 1931) consisted in

dr-

culating cold water through the flax straw and then fresh water at
30° C. being admitted to replace the cold water, the temperature

beIng maintained by circulating the water frein the tank through an

external heater and back again.

The object of the preliminary oir-

oulation of cold water was to leach out a portion

of'

the soluble

materials and thereby get a better ret with the subsequent warm
water.
The Teuss process as mentioned by Ruschmann (71) consisted
in a very slow percolation into the vat

of fresh water

or the

daily

addition of about one-tenth the total volume of the rotting solut ion.

Denytt (22) describing the Oregon State Flax Industry's
former system of retting stabes that the tanks of flax straw
were filled with fresh water, allowed to soak 24 hours and
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then turned into the circulating system until sufficiently retted,
adding a specified amount of fresh water to keep the water
tanks "sweet.t'

He states that experience

in the

shows this system to }mve

several weak points, for instance, the power bill for running the

pumps amounted to twenty dollars per day or nearly one dollar per
ton of retted flax straw; the fiber obtained was drier

arid

somehow

coarser; the extra expense of installing pumps, motors and pipes
(

which have to be renewed at least 50 per cent each season), also

more steam was required to keep the ret at a given temperature.
a

As

consequence, the circulating method was discarded and individual

tank rottIng adopted.

By adding just the right amount of fresh

water at the proper time a softer and more lustrous fiber with a
better feel is obtained at a greatly reduced cost.
The advantages of circulating the retting solution as given

by Stampa (77) are as follows:
1.

A more uniform retting of the flax straw because of the

unequal distribution of the specific organisms naturally found on
the plants themselves.
2.

Dilution of accumulated by-products of the retting prooe

some of which are merely toxic for the microbes on whose action

retting depends while others are evil smelling or poisonous to the
fauna of the streams into which the retting efflux is drained or

affects the color or other qualities of the fiber.
Improvonants

introduced to eliminato the accumulation of

by-products have been discussed by Stampa and others.

Stampa's
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suggesti.ons together with the wrlter'3 are groupod

into the follow-

Ing clas3ìfioation.
1.

Chemical neutralization of the harmful producbs. Several

methods have been proposed in this connection but without success
on account of their high cost.

Tobler (si), Baird

and Duff (7),

sodium

Krais (42) and others have used alkalies, largely

and cal-

cium carbonates directed particularly tovrds neutralizing organic
acids produced.
2.

Meohanical separation of these products, as well as

substances which bring about their forstion.
in warm water before final

Soaking of the straw

iinersion in the retbing water tends to

prevent the formation of fetid substances.

Eyre and Nodder (29) list the changes occurring during the
first stage of the retting process as follows:
air from
2.

between the straws and

frein

cavities

absorption of water by the plant tissues

swelling and softenliig, and

3.

the

1.

within

the straws,

and their resultant

dissolving in

various soluble constituents of the straw,

Expulsion of

the water of the

such as salts, sugars

and other oarbohydrates, glucosides,tarinins,

certain nitrogenous

materials and coloring matters, 'which acoount for a considerable

proportion (often more than half) of the total loss in weight which
the flax undergoes in rett Ing.

Ruschmann (71) states that among the organic acids formed
butyric acid predominates and imparts to the flax and retting water
its very disagreeable odor.

The bulk of this acid, however,

is

not
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matertally reduced by preliminary leaching as it owes its origin to
the pectic acid fermentation durIng the prinoipal biological phase

later in the retting process.
The elimination of toxic substances already formed is secured,

on the other hand, by replacing the contaminated retting

solution by fresh water after decomposition has begun.

Stampa

states that this results in a more rapid rotting, with a less un-

pleasant odor, and yields a cleaner Liber.
in the Vanstoenki.ste

This metìod Is employed

and Legrand processes which are being used to

some extent in Belgium.
3.

Purification of the water in the retting tank by aeration

after which it is returned to the vats.

The processes devised by

Rossi, Ochnann, Thellier-Soenens and DeGeytor (French Pat. No.

704,656, Oct. 21, 1930) all involve the aeration of the rotting solution.

Robinson and Snyder (63) by passing air through

a

retting

solution kept the acidity from going very high with the result that
a slightly higher percentage of fiber was produced than from a

stagnant water ret.

Ruschmann (71) stases that in addition to

Producing a stronger fiber, law acidity facilitates the biological
self-purification of the rotting effluents, which

by bacteria, fungi, etc.

In

is

brought about

suimrizing the advantages of the

percolation system of flax retting he states that it has been
shown very definitely that ovor-retting
of the rotting organisis

avoided.

on the fiber,

in

spite of the increase

can be almost completely
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River Rettin

Many wiitere have described flax retting in the River Lys in

Belgium which has become world famous for its fino linens.
adjoining Courtrai for
is

a

An area

distance of about 18 miles along the River

devoted almost entirely to the retting of flax.

The river

it-

self in this area is aprroxiiitely 100 feet wide, the sidos being

boarded up so as to facilitate the emptying and filling of the retting orates.

Retting starts In the spring months when the

ter Is

yet quite cold, about 10° C., the rotting process requiring about
3

weeks.
Inter in the

suiimier

the water becomes warmer and rotting is

completed in a shorter time.
ret;

It is the general

practice to double

i.e., allow the straw to ret about a week, remove It from the

river,

sot the bundles up in stooks to dry and when dry put them

back In the crates to ret several days longer.

This gives a much

higher quality and a finer fiber than can be produced by a single
retting.

The crates which float along each side of the river bank

hold slightly over a ton of dry straw and are rented to people for
80 mUch a crate per year.

In renting a orate in which to ret flax,

the man also obtains a strip of land bordering along

arid

running at

right angles to the water front upon which he may dry his straw
after it has been retted.

The rent varIos but in 1930 it was

1000 francs per year (30.00).

Large amounts of flax straw are

sent to the vicinity of Courtrai to be rotted from Northeastern

France, Groningen, Eolland and various parts of Belgium.

Robinson
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(58) states that although a large portion of the rotting is carried
on in the Courtrai district,

only about 20 per cent is actually

retted in the River Lys, the renainder being retted largely in
factories with warn water tank rotting while a snail quantity is

dew rettod.
Channel Rett
Canal or channel retting, a system devised by Schneider,

consists of a continuous process in which fresh flax bundles pass
slowly through an artificial tank or canal in a slow current of

water so that by the time they reach the other end of the tank they
have rotted sufficiently and are removed.

This gives a continuous

process which is very important in large scale operation especially
if the straw is to be dried artificially.

The Feuillette system as described by Durant (26), Muller
(34), Ruschìnann

(68) and others enrnloyed the Channel system of

rotting being modified to the extent that the crates containing
the bundles of flax were raised out of the retting water intermittently,

thereby aerating the flax straw.

This encouraged the

development of aerobic organisms which were believed to be the real
retters while the activities of anaerobic organisms were suppressed.
The straw uas then centrifuged about 15 minutes, being washed at

the

saine

time, and then artificially dried.

The drying process

consisted in oassing wagon loads of retted straw through a tunnel,
the wet straw enterin

at the air outlet end.

Each hour the 12

gons were advanced one step towards the fan so that the flax was
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subjected to the higher temperaturea only after beine treed of a
large portion of its moisture.

Rusohmann (72) in desortbing this

process in Gerrrny states that the main advantages of canal retting is that the process is OOfltIflUOUSe
is

A disadvantage, however,

found in the increasing acidity due to the fermentation of the

refuse settling in the bottom of the tank, which also retards
proper movement of the retting

ter.

Another very important disadvantage

is

that dirferent

lots of flax straw which vary as to stem diameter, saturity, soil
and climatic conditions under which grown, cannot remain in the

retting bath but a certain time and then must be removed in turn.
This, of course, would tend to give less uniformity than if rotted
in individual tanks.

Also, the expense of operating such a set-

up as desoribed in the Feuillette process would be prohibitive

from an economic standpoint and could not possibly be adopted without disasterous loss to the parties concerned.

This IB orobably

the main reason that this process failed to gain widesiwead use.

Character of Water Used in Retting
The composition of water used in rotting flax has been

studied quite extensively

by-

various investigators.

It

is a

well

known belief that flax retted In the River Lys in Belgium is of
higher quality than sinilar flax retted in any other river or by
any other method.

Waters from this river have been studied care-

fully by many research workers.
í'iber

is

Snyder (76) concluded that flax

influenced to a great extent by the quality of the water
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used.

He found water from the River Lys,

in Belgium,

to be sig-

nificantly higher in the alkaline chlorides and carbonates than
water from the River Cannon, in Minnesota.

i1ler's (34) analyses

of the water fron the River Lys between rotting vats were somewhat

higher than those of Snyder but the formar did not includo as many
individual mineral determinations as did the latter.

Diakonov (23) analyzed water used at 13 places in the
province of Pakov, Russia, and found that good rotting waters contain more substantial sediment, more mineral substances, more iron,
aluminum, chlorine, and nitrogen than do poor rotting waters.

O

the other hand, he found poor rotting waters to contain more cal-

cium.
Eyre and Nodder (29) found rotting to be slower

in rain

than in tap water which they attributed to a smaller quantity of
alkalies in the rainwater and, therefore, more acidity developed.
¿Uso, they found the loss in weight of the straw to be less when

rain water was used.
Wyant (89) found

rier water

tap, distilled or cistern water.
of sewage in the river

to give better results than

She considers the large amount

water to be responsible for this difference.

Kranziln (45) states that chemical analyses fails to yield

information of groat significance for the evaluation of a water
supply for use in retting flax.

itddit ion of

Solution

Salts to the Rett

Chemical analyses of rotting waters from various districts
showed them to contain varying amounts of dissolved materials.
explained,

in part at

least, why the water from a certain locality

or river was better for rotting

places.

This

With this 1iowledge as

purposes than waters from other

background attempts were made to

a

accelerate rotting by the addition of salts, sugars, urea,

and.

other

materials to the retting solutton.
Carter (15) states that Blet advocated the using of urIne
to encourage the development of rotting bacter.a.

Tobler (81) and

Flieg (30) by adding 0.25 per cent urea to the retting water shortenod the retting process to some extent and obtatneda slightly

better quality of fiber.

In addition, the waste liquor from which

the urea crystallizes makes a good nitrogen fertilizer.

Hacker (32)

states that urea is a recommended addition to the water used in flax

and hemp rotting.
Krais (41) and Hacker found small additions of sodium sulphite to the rotting water gave fiber of an improved color but that
the odor emitted was very objectionable.

In the steeping of nettles,

the former found retting to be accelerated in a 0.5-1.0 per cent

solution of sodium bicarbonate.

Other bicarbonates; e.g., those of

magnesium and anmionhun, were similarly effective; sodium carbonate,
magnesium hydroxide were less so, and sodium, potassium,
hydroxides were non-effective.

and calcium

The use of borax instead of sodium

bicarbonate checked the rotting process with flax, nettles, and
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mallow.
cess.

Barium chloride acted similarly to check the rotting proIn addition, he found that grape sugar and molasses checked

the rotting process in tap

ter but had no harmful effect in 0.1

normal sodium bicarbonate solution.

Eyre and Nodder (29) found the

retting period to be markedly prolonged by the addition of glucose.
Johnson Process
The Johnson process (British patent No.

151,143, Aug. 20,

1919) is similar to those of Krais and Blitz, being carrIed on be-

tween 27 and 35°, using from one-half to two kilograms of chalk per
100 kilograms of straw.

liquor are essential as

Slow circulation
is

arid

aeration of the rotting

also a preliminary leaching for 4 hours.

Hacker (32) found additions of sodium suiphide, soap, and

turkey red oil to aid rotting to some e,rtent.

0.05-0.10 per cent of

arnrnophos

Smith (75) by adding

or diansnophos (oommeroial

ammonium

phosphate) markedly hastened the rotting of jute, while nitrophoska

was almost ineffective.
The addition of materials to the retting solution to en-

courage the development of bacteria has not proved effective enough
in hastening the retting process to warrant their adoption.

The

function of the organisms responsible for retting is to feed on the
pectins of the flax stems in order that a loosening of the fiber
bundles will take place; otherwise, the organisms may flourish on
food.

which is outside the flax stems with the result that no rotting

is accomplished.

i

the other hand, the addition of certain

materials may act indirectly by suppressing the acids which are
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formed and in this way aid the retting organisms in breaking down
the pectio materials of the flax stem.

by-products may be neutralized.

Furtheroro, certain toxic

It is also possible that the addi-

tion of salts, urea, etc. might aid in the development of certain
organisms which assist the main retters by protecting them in

various ways.
wilIer's (34) criticism of urea retting probably can also be

applied to the addition of salts, etc., to the retting solution in

which he states that the process

is too

expensive for the benefits

derived from such practice.
Artificial Drying
Flax straw upon removal from the rotting tank contains ap-

proximately 400 per oent water, most of which must be removed before
the fiber can be separated frein the stems.

The removal of this

excess water presents a difficult problem to solve as the usual

practice is to set the flax bundles up in stoolcs to dry by heat
from the sun's rays during the summer months.

This requires from

several days to a week or more under uncontrolled conditions and

would not work effectively if rotting was continued throughout the
fail and winter months.

Quick drying under controlled conditions

would be very much desired in this case.

Artificial drying

machines have been constructed to dry the rotted flax straw, thereby controlling the drying process.
Results were quite unsatisfactory at first because of the
large amount of heat required to evaporate the excess water.

To
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overcome this draw-back, pressing machines were developed but were
not very successful because of the poorer quality of fiber that was

An improvement, how-

produced when these machines were employed.
ever, by Vansteenkiste

machine to overcome
in some success.

(85) at Ypres, Belgium,

sorne

of an elaminating

of the previous difficulties has resulted

Their machine with rubber rollers, peels,

and sartly soutches the ribbon

of'

softens

to removing ap-

fiber in addit1.

proximately one-third of the water oontained in the flax straw plus
-tissue residues,

acids and bacteria which, by their subsequent

developnt, may

be harmful

-to

the fiber.

Ruschiinn (71) states that the greatest objection to pressing
is that the fiber strength

is

decreased.

e,

howevcr, considers

centrifuging equally effective. in removing water
injury to the fiber.

arid

acids without

Muller (51) states that it is doubtful if the

rcllirig of ret-ted flax has any advantages to justify its adoption.

A large number of processes have been developed
sitated artificial drying of the rotted material.

tdch noces-

De Swarte and

Doumer (British patent 1o. 245,752) dried retted flex straw without

removing it from the rotting tank by passing warm air up from below.
The amount of heat required by this method, however, would be pro-

hibitive, which could not possibly warrant its adoption.
of machines have been devised similar to the

A number

one used in -the

Feuillet-te Process but none have gained any widespread use to date.

Several investigators have reported on the effect of artificial drying on the quality of fiber.

In general, the reports have

been unfavorable
fIcial drying.

in

that the quality of fiber was lowered by

arti-

The fiber has a so'ewhat more harsh feel and a

poorer color, the latter being attributed to the lack of any bleaching effect, such as the sun's rays, when the fiber is artificially

dried,
In sumrnarizthg the advantages and disadvantages of artificial

drying rotted flax straw, the latter outweigh the former under the
present methods of flax manufacture.

controlled conditions
corticated fiber

is

A shorter length of time under

the outstanding advantage.

is deguimned

Also,

if de-

either by chemical or biological means,

e.rtiuicial drying of the retted material

is

more practIcal than

natural drying out of doors,

Disadvantages of artificial drying include increased cost and
probaL]

lower quality of fiber.

Not only would extra capital be

necessary for additional equipment but the cost of operating this
additional machinery would increase the unit cost of production con8idorably.

Whether this incretumed coot of drythg would offset the

costs and risks irvolved in carrying over a crop of flax straw until
the following year would depend on a number of factors.

In addition

to the extra equipment and cost of operation mentioned above for

artificial drying, the usIng of an olaminating machine to reduce by
one-third the amount of water retained by the freshly rotted straw,
cuts down both on the time and heat required to dry the straw.
This, however, requires an extra handling of the retted straw which
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accord1n to Vansteonkiste (85) requires about six and one-half

hours t.ine for each ton of dry flax straw or an increase of at
a

half cent per

pound of scutched

least

fiber.

With the ordinary method of drying out in the sun, no cost

is necessary except the handling of the straw.
in the Willainette Valley of Oregon during the

Climatic conditions

surcr

quite ideal for the drying of retted flax straw.

months are

The days

are

usually hot and sunehiny while the nights are relatively cool and
without the precipitation of dew.

the retted

rterial with

This aIds in a rapic drying of

a minimum opportunity for the subsequent

development of aerobic cellulose decoriiposthg organisms as

the case in areas where
are prevalent.

summer

rains, heavy

Thic les8ens the need for

erably unless retting is to be carried
Rusohniann (71)

on

dews or cloudy

artificial

is often
weather

drying consid-

throughout the whole year.

states that the not important advantage of

natural over artificial drying lies mainly in the removal of harmful acids by

volatilization at

lew temperatures or

by

oxidation by

organisms.

Pettin Decorticated Fiber
Decortication consists in breaking the unretted flax sterns so
as to remove the roots and a portion of the cortex and woody core.

it

is possible to remove practically all of the

woody

material from

the fiber but most of the epidermis and various materials in close

association with the fiber bundles remains intact and cannot
moved

except with extreme mechanical treatment.

By

be

removing a

re-
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large percentage

of the woody n*terial the bulk of material

Ic great-

ly reduced per unit of fiber which ic of great significance under

certain conditions where space or volune of retting solution Is a
factor.

In chemical rotting the unit cost of production is reduced

because of the much smaller quantity of solution needed to ret a
given quantity of fiber.

This, however,

will be discussed later

under chemical rotting.

Numerous atterìpts have been made to ret decorticated fiber
biologically, especial.ly during the past fev years.

Probably the

greatest amount of work along this line has been done by Watson and
Waddell of Belfast, Ireland, who have been
of patents in various countries.

arded

a large number

In addition to rotting decorti-

catod fiber, they have developed a number of processes in which
the fiber is degummad after it has been hackled and made into

twisted rove, claiming that a saving of at least 80 per cent of the
tedious and technical preparation necessary in the ordinary process
of linen production is eliminated (87).

They claim that mechanical

decortication, without rotting, has been unsuccessful because the

fiber remains coated with an insoluble gum, which doca not macerate
in the hot-water trough of the wet spinning frame, and prevents the

fibers from being drawn apart.
In

They also have a number of patents

which yeast is used to rePoye the gums on the rove.

processes consists in heating the

One of their

ter up to 60° F. and adding 10

per cent yeast, which completes the rotting in approximately 8 hours

timo.

The solution need not be changed for 14 days as the yeast is
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a living procreative organism and keeps on rotting so long as it

given fresh rove to feed upon.

is

Alcohol is produced in such quan-

titles as may form a profitable by-product.
To make better quality yarn, as regards color and strength,

2-10 per cent suiphurous acid is added to the bath after the rove
is sufficiently rotted,

later being washed thoroughly with cold

water.
Ther have advocated the rotting of seed flax straw to obtain

fiber which could be spun to low counts.

Lowry and Grant Inc., of New York, have been working along
the sane line sa Watson and Waddell, having perfected and patented
a number of machines for decorticating flax straw and final deguin-

ming of the processed fiber (47).
Muller (34), Ruschiann (68), and others have discussed a
number of other processes including those of Starling, Kuhlmann,
Michotte, Pritchard, Dunbar, and Jahrex'.
In the retting of decorticated fiber it is almost imperative

that the deguirmed fiber be dried artificially as was discussed previously.

It is much more economical

to dry the fiber artlficial].y

because of the smaller quantity of water that it contains as
pared to the unbroken flax straw.

corn-

Also, in addition to the smaller

quantity of heat necessary, the individual bundles of fiber cannot
be set up in the form of stooks but must either be laid down or

suspended from above.
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The disadvantages of artificial drying as discussed previously,

also, apply for the most part to the deguimed fiber as with
It has beert

straw,

t1-

stated and seems probable that artificial dry-

ing of decorticated fiber injures the quality of the fiber more than

does drying of the fibers while in the flax stems, as the fiber is

probably can be over-

This, however,

exposed in the latter case.

come by regulating the temperature and humidity of the drying

chamber.

Dew Rettirig
In generai, dew retting gives an uneven and less valuable

fiber than either stream,

nk,

to the fact that under ordinary conditions
is retted by this method.

This is probably due

or pit rotting.

only poorer quality straw

This forni of retting has been practiced

since ancient tl.mes and is still being used to a more or less
limited extent in certain parts of the world.

It

is

the cheapest

form of rettirLg and is adapted more to small rotting plants or
individual farmers or peasants.
success of dew retting
1.

The prime factors governing the

y be listed as follows:

Nature of the retting bed or soil on which the flax is
spread out to ret.

2.

Atmospheric conditions during the rotting process.

Under ordinary conditions out of doors these factors cannot
be controlled except under special ciroumstances which makes

it all

the more important to choose a suitable rotting bed for the flax.
It

is almost imperative that the

retting bed be located near the
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rettizig plant as transportation costs limit the d3stance to which

the flax straw can be moved.

With a satisfactory rettin

bed available, the atmospheric

conditions influence the rettthg process greatly.

Atmospheric con-

ditions which are most favorable for dew retting include a suitable
supply of moisture especially in the form of dew and dampness from
the grass and soil below, both of these faotors aiding in retaining

the fluctuating moisture content of the flax straw.

and not extremely

ho-t

Warm nights

days are essential as often with great heat

and intense solar radiation nol

only are vegetative forms of the

retting organisms destroyed but also the resting spores.
Other factors affecting the retting process include the

evenness and thickness that the flax straw is spread on
and the regularity in turning the flax straw.

-the

ground

iachines have been

perfected to carry on these operations so that very little actual

hand labor is necessary.

This aids considerably in some oases in

cheapening the cost of production.

However, dew rotting is not

often carried on in large enough velums to warrant

-the

machines, the work being practically all dono by hand.

using of
Other fac-

tors that affect the quality of fiber in water rotting are important
in

dew retting and affect the quality

somewl'..at

similarly.

Atmospheric conditions here in Oregon are not well suited
for dew rotting, largely because of the cool evenings and warm,

clear days in addition to a lack of moisture in the form of dews and
rains, for the most part, during the sumner months.

Too much
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moisture durrtg the spring and fall months during most years makes
this form of retting quite unreliable.

These undesirable or un-

favorable conditions for dew retting favor water retting.
The organisris responsible for dew retting have not been

studied ex±ensively, but it is believed that they are largely
aerobic in nature.

The work of Behrens (io) reported in 1903 has

formed the basis for subsequent investigations.
been verified and reported on by
cPi. pluznbeus

Ruschnn

His findings have

(67) who states that

and Cladosporium herbaruimi are the active agents, the

latter being more widely distributed and somewhat more active than
the f orr.

Rhiz opus nLgr1cans n.y be present but has very little

effect, especially in hemp retting.
Also, Luller (34) includes the giant mold Muoor stolonifer

enaxmt and Behren's Mucor hiemaliB whioh rets at a low temperature,
2-5° C., the optimum being less than 300 C.
In summing up dew retting out of doors Rusohmann (71) states

the uncertain issue of the ret, the dependence on weather, and the

fact that good quality fiber is seldom obtained, as well as diminiahed yield of fiber, are all against using the best quality of flax

straw for dew retting.

The cost of dew retting is less than with

warm water tank retting as

is

borne out by Tobler (82) who states

that from 50-100 per cent more labor is required in the factorr

rotting of flax by the corsnon European processes than
in dew retting as

practiced by farmers.

is

necessary
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Attei:pts have been made to overcome the major difficulties of

the natural

dovi

retting process by placing the flax straw under

artificially controlled conditions.

Not only the retting bed but

the atmospheric conditions would be controlled so a better quality
of fiber should be produced.

A process was developed by Och.mann (German patent 8-P.340,
412), (66), in which the flax straw was packed In tanks and water

allowed to fall upon it in the form of a heavy rain for about two
hours every other day.

The sane water was used time after time,

being subjected to a simple oxidizing treatment and the removal of
a large proportion of the impurities by allowing them to settle out

between each sprinkling.

About three weeks time was required to

oonplete the retting process.
Cromer's process

(U.S. patent No. 1,448,391,

I.iarch

13,

1925)

consisted of stacking the flax, hemp, perini or jute stalks in superimposed layers in an inclined position when harvested.

After curing,

moisture was added so as to facilitate retting, after which the
stack was aerated.
De Geyter (Belgium patent No. 364,851, Nov. 30, 1929) employs
a

combination of water rettirg followed by dew rotting.

material is

irrn-iersed

in a

The textile

solution consisting preferably of diluted

liquor in which flax has been macerated to which are added nutritive

substances and spornulated cultures of active Mucor.
is

The material

warmed for one to two days and then spread out in the open or in

rooms at 30° C.

in which the air is kept moist.
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It is very evident that the above process is e:pensive,

more so than warm water tank rett Ing.
is

even

More handling of the straw

required in addition to more elaborate equipment and nutritive

materials and cultures.
time necessary

to

All of these disadvantages plus the longer

complete the process without any improvement In

quality of fiber makes this process alon;

with

a nwnber

of

others

quite impractical.
In sursning up biological retting of fiber flax, the

percola-

tion system of warm water tank retting predominates over all other
methods or practices used during the past and at the present time.
It is really a

River retting is being used somewhat in Europe.

very rapid form of percolation or channel rettin

as regards the

volume of water passing through the rotting material.

ting in tanks has been unzatisfactory.

Channel ret-

The addition of salts and

pure cultures of organisms to the solution has aided somewhat in

hastening the retting process but without any Improvement in
quality of fiber.

The extra expense and handling of these mater-

ials have not cheapened the cost of production enough by shortening
the retting period to warrant their adoption.

Dew retting gives

variable results and requires too much time and space under natural
conditions.

Under controlled conditions more satisfactory results

are usually obtained but no reduction in cost and a longer period
of time

is

required to complete the retting process.
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CHEI[CAL RETTING

The using of ohetuicals to ret flax has been attempted for
over a century and a half to a limited extent.

It hai

on1r been

during the past two decades, however, that the demand for some qutok
riethod of loosening the fibers has become

imperative if large scale

operation is to be applied to the production of linen.

During this

time many processes have been developed and nunerous patents awarded.

Many of these processes consist largely of promotional sohernea

in.

which the wath object has been to sell stock in some company rather
than to explain the reactions that occur, or really to contribute
something to the sciences of flax rotting.

Also, most of the

processes developed have been the result of research with small

quantities of material

in.

the laboratory and a theoretloal trans-

formation is made to hypothetical conuierc1al scale operation.
Niunerous patents have been obtained for those processes without

them being given a critical test by the inventors in order to make

bovn

to industry the ueefulness or useleasnes

of the process.

Literature Review

Of the early chemical processes which were used to any

ecent

in the industrial maceration of flax, Bazzocohi (9) mentions those
of Professor Pietre

i1lermoz di Lieno and of Abbot Rezier in 1786

in which organic acids and sulphur were the active reagents.
in 1789 an unlaiovm member of the Patriotic

Then,

Society of Lilian claimed
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that hemp could be retted with vinegar and the yolk of egg.

He

also mentions that Thwiler, Leidel and Baur used alkalies and acida,

while Nicelle and Schmidt of London, De la Roche of Paris, and
Sampson of Glenalmond proposed methods based on the use of acid salts
of soda and soap.

With the beginning of this century

man,r

Poce3 sea were de-

voloped, most of which were never used on a commercial scale.
1902 the Chevaline Process
sia.

The proce3a consisted

with nineral oil and steam.
be 'roduoed for l3

(5) was used in a mill near

In

Moo,

Rus-

of treating the flax with alcohol, then
It was claimed that linen cloth could

conte per yard.

A little later the Rosreau

Process (4) was developed in which the straw was bleached, previous
to being maccrated in a oheiaioal solution composed of sodiun car-

bonate, sodium sulphate and soap containing petroleum ether.

The

Rogerts Process (3) consisted in boiling the flax straw in an emulsion of linseed oil for an hour.

The resulting fiber was ivak and

quite uneven and, therefore, not øuited for most purposes.
Bradsh.aw (12) developed a process which consisted of alter-

nate alkali and acid treatments, the principle of the process being

based on the generating of carbon dioxide gas by the action of an
acid on the impregnated soda solution, the expansive force of the
gaa splitting up the fiber into ribbon-like filaments resembling

cotton.
L:i1I

casein was used in combination with sal soda to ret flax

by an unnamed chemical process.

It was claimed that greater strength
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was

reiathed with improved natire and dyeing properties
Hydrocarbons have been used as

tent.

retting reagents

(6).

to some ex-

Dou1ae Prooezs (U.S. Patent No. 1,224,722, 1917)

The

based on the use of kerosene and gao1ine.

The

wa

fiber produced

wa

quite unsuitable for spthnthg purposes, being coarse and harsh as
judged by

(50).

.ioCo11

little later

Another process developed a

which gained widespread publioiiy, being

tested probably

more

Peufaillit.

The

than any other chenloal prooe3, «aa that of

consisted in using about

and

widely

prooes

per cent petroleum oils under pressure in

4

sorwhat extersive desoription of the process is given

autoclaves.

A

by Ruschrnn

(68).

He

criticizes the process

by

stating that equal-

ly good results are obtained by using stean alone as with the
petroleun.

He

conaidors that the

terials leached

out of the

stns

into the cooking liquor, largely acids, bring about the hydrolysis
of pectine and weaken the

satisfactory

fiber. Results in general

ha-te not been

and the process has been discontinued almost

entirely.

Iany processes developed have remained secret or at least
soTie

secret chemical solition

fibers frofl the flax atene.

that

of Robinson

was used
An

(British Patent

to effect the loosening of the

example of

this type

No. 141,982, Apr.

of process is

23,

1920),

which

probably received the largest amount of financial support and which

turned out to be nothing but a stock selling proposition.
cess

itself

The

pro-

involved the using of d000rticated fiber, rotting being

accomplished by the use of several chemical solutions including a

vegetable oil.

Ec4ensive handling of the

retting material

a
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necessary which,

i.n

addition to the cost of chernicals, rrde the
The same critthisri holds

process too expensive to ever be adopted.
for numerous other processes

that have been developed.

The retting property of soaps has boon

1uon

for over a

century, but it has been only since the beginning of this century

that any apDrooiable amount of work has been done with these

uteri-

als.

Pritchard (57) mentions the inventions of Lee back in 1812 and

of V.

P.

.

De Moor' in 1855 in whioh soaps were used to ret flax.

About three deoades ago Pritchard began investigations on
soap rotting and since that tin

has probably done more work with

soaps than any other investigator.

By 1909 he had developed a ret-

tine process whereby a fairly good quality of fiber was produced.

Decorticated fiber was treated in a 4 per cent soap solution for
hours at 1000 F. (56).

It was not until 1927,

process was used on a oonnercia1 scale.

5

however, that his

The Pritchard Flax Fibre

and Pulp Company was organized and two plants built, one at Bushby,

near Glasgow, and the other one at Droinora, near Belfaat.

The under-

taking was a failure and the company was dissolved in 1929.
Kidger and Harris (British patent No. 190,198, May 15, 1922)
used soap to degum various textile fibers.

A small quantity of

paraffin was admitted at the bottom of the tank to cause the

sepa-

rated resinous and vegetable matter to pass away through an overflow
outlet.

Later a small quantity of benzine, gasoline, or the like

1

De Idoor, V. P. G.

Traitee la culture dulin,

p.

17,

1855.
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was added and boiling continued until digestion was completed.

This

process, however, failed to become popular and has nover boon used

to any ext5rlt.
The Maid-O.-Kelp

Co.,,

Inc., Seattle, Vfashington, attempted to

rot flax straw with a kelp soap which they produce.

The advantage

claimed by their process is that their soap, which is high in iodine,

would bleach the fiber thereby making

unnecessary to rebleach

it

when in the form of twisted rove as is usually necessary with ordinary water retted fiber.

The results of their trials at the Salem

Linen Mills, Salem, Oregon, were not very satisfactory because the
rotted fiber, aside from lacking uniformity in color, retained so

much soap that it could not be spun (60).
Robinson and the writer (62) rotted small lote of flax straw

with

a

number of pure soaps and kel? soap.

tamed an aprreciable quantity

Most of the samples re-

of soapy material.

Kelp and stearate

soaps gave a more bleached fiber with a smaller quantity of adhering

soapy materials than the oleate soaps.

Also,

the fiber strength

tests of the stearate and kelp soap rotted flax straw wore almost
equal to t:qose of fiber from natural water rotted straw.

Laboratory

tests were conducted on small samples of decor-ticated fiber.

Results

similar to those reported above were obtained for the different
s caps.

Lowry and Grant (li) found soap rotted deoorticated fiber
difficult to soutch because of a matting of the fibers in drying.

This gave a low hackling percentage.

They found it difficult to
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remove all of the soapy materials

y

wahin.

A very fino fiber was

obtained, however, which was 8Ufl to 160 lea.

Various niaterials in addition to those previously mentioned
have been used in attonots to ret flax.
ones

Some of the more important

inolude: sodium carbonate, sodium oxalato, ammonium oxalate,

ammonium sulphate, ammonium chicride, sodium phosphate, sodium hydroxide, and various derivatives of hydrocarbons including ethelene

dichioride, ethelene tetrachioride, ethelene pentachiorlde, etc.
Also,

combinations of some of these materials have been used.
Of these materials listed above, tne sodium and ammonium

oxalate salts were the only ones that have been at all effective in

loosening the fibers in flax stems.
thiller

(52) states that the Oberfeur Hamm Process developed

in 1931 shows greater possibilities than any other chemical method

for the rettin

of flax.

He states that the cost of preparation is

lower and the time necessary to complote the process

contrast to the customary practices in use.

is

shorter in

Several lots of flax

straw were run on a oormrcial scalo at Sorau, Germany, with favorable results.

However, a sample of flax straw sent over there from

the State Flax Industry, Salem, Oregon, produced fiber quite un-

suitable for spinning purposes.

The process has not been used corn-

mercially to date, which may be due to unforeseen complications or
lack of financial support.

During the past two years several new chemical rotting
processes have been described, among which aro the Geiss (31) and
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the

(74) processes.

SemTie3

yield of

16

It is

in

New

degumiiing

York

a

that nkes it pos-

per cent fiber is obtained at a cost

ethic for linen to compete with cotton selling for
pound

that

claLniod by the former

cents per

10

City. Both of the above processes utilize secret

solutions.

In summing up the

literature

on

reting

chemical

numerous

processes have been dovolored but not one of these processes has
brought about any improvement in quality of fiber or lessened cost
of production as compared to natural

ter retting.

M&TERIAIJS A1ID METHODS

Chemical
The

first part

of the work consisted of

of flax stoma in six-inch soft glass

variety

rotting small samples

test tubes using
that

of ohernicals in an attempt to find some

tively loosen the fiber bundles from the

woody

it

possible to determine

Davis (21) whether a

the loose core

that

of the

flax

particular chemical solution loosened the

fibers. This did not necessitate the drying
up of samples

effec-

this work because
test described by

Sxr1l sections of flax stems were used in
by

rather wide

would

portiis

stem.
was

a

were not

retted

and subsequent working

when removed from

solution.

A

sharp razor blade was used to out the sections of flax stems so as
not to tear or crush the ends of the stems.

tubes were completely

filled with

stems so

In

all

oases the

test

that the proportion of

soi'ition

o

straw would be kept as low as possible.

Chemically pure

materials were used, the concentrations being determined accurately
by weighing, pipetting, or titrating.
Various ooncentrat.ons

of chemicals were used for varying

lengths of time at room temperature, steam oven at 7Q0 C. and on the
steam 'oath.

Corks were used to keep the stems completely submerged

in the chemical

solution and to aid in preventing evaporation.

The

test tubes were washed thoroughly before being used each time to
prevent any contaminatIon from a previous retting.

Inaediately upon

removal from the rotting solution several stems were tested by the
loose-core method previously mentioned.

Those samples which weco

judged to be insufficiently retted were either given a more extended
troatnent or were discarded without further analyses.

The samples

that were rotted sufficiently were removed from the retting solution

and washed thoroughly, first in warm and then cold water, before
being placed upon wrapping paper to dry.
The later work consisted of deguirming decorticated fiber.

Short sections

ol'

flax stems were decorticatod by passing them

through a small hand brake to remove approximately one-half of the

woody material.

Eight-inch soft glass test tubes served as con-

tainers for most of the work, 200 cc. beakers beLng employed in a
few of the tests.

All of the deguimning was done on the steam bath

as unsatisfactory results were obtaIned at room temperature, and,

for the most part, in a steam oven at 70° C. in the first part of

the work.
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A supply oC chemically pure soap and ammonium oxalate

so].u-

tion was made up previous to the running of any experiments.

Potassium oleate was selected as the soap to be used, as no apparent
differences showed up in the first part of the work between the
various soaps.

Sodium and ammonium base soaps were used in a few

trials previous to the using of the potassium base soap.

In making

up the soaps, the fatty acid was dissolved in alcohol and warmed

before the base was added.

This was found to produos a better

quality of soap than when the alkali was added directly to the
fatty acid.
In son

of the trials various proportions

monium oxalate wore mixed together

of soap and am-

in an atlempt to produce a fiber

mid-way between that produced by either of the chemicals alone.
Also, attempts were made to ret decorticated fiber with solutions
recovered from previous retting tests.

Usually there was just

enough solution remaining from two duplicate tests to be used in
one subsequent test.

All the deguimned samples were washed, previous

to being dried outside.

Some samples were washed with very dilute

acids and alkaließ in an attempt to remove the adhering soapy

materials which are difficult to renove by ordinary washing.
subsequent soaking in a warm solution of

a31n1monium

Also,

oxalate was trted.

A small, specially patented hand brake with two fluted rolls
was used to remove the woody material from the fiber.

hackle was used to
fibers.

c

A small

0mb out any remaining shives and short
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No weights were taken as the prime interest was

quality of fiber that could be produced.
on some

Strength tests were run

of the deguinmed fiber samples by conditioning

of fiber 10 cm. 1on

and breaking.

in the

small samples

at 65 per cent humidity previous to weighing

A Scott fiber strength testing machine was used to

determine accurately the breaking strength of the samples.
The quality of the fiber was determined largely by the feel

when gently pressed and rubbed between the thumb and forefinger.
Also the color, fineness and strength were considered, the latter
being rougily tested by breaking several strands, the force required to break the strand being a rough approxiition of the

strength of the sample.
B loi ogical

Four small ratting tanks 4 x

1

x

1

feet were constructed

out of one inch fir boards, the corners being ooated with putty

and white lead paint to

aI.d

in water-proofing them.

Two of the

tanks were equipped with 30 feet each of soil heating cable and a

thermostat to maintain a constant temperaturo of 80-85° F.

was considered

ttpjjjjfltt

This

for natural warm water basin ratting and

was used in all the ratting tests.

A large supply of uniform quality straw was used as a source
of material for all of the tests conducted.

The straw averaged

about 40 inches in length, being of average size in diameter, light
colored, clean, and was harvested at late yellow maturity.

The

straw was threshed with a regular flax thresher by passing the heads
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between rapidly revolving rollers, later beirLg stored in a shed
until ready for use.
In preparing samples for retting tests, all short fine stems

were removed and the bundles were squared-up so as to present a

very neat appearance before being weighed on a
In the case of water

grain

balance.

rettin, the water was allowed to heat

up to 80-85° F. before the samples were put to ret.
of the ret was determined by the loose core test

tioned.

The completion

previously men-

Upon removal of the samples from the retting liquor, they

were washed thoroughly with cold water before being set up in
stooks in the greenhouse to dry.

Several samples of straw after being weighed were decorticated

by means of a small hand brake.

The loss

in

weight due to de-

cortication varied from 10 to 40 per cent with different samples.
The former consisted mainly in crushing the stems
of the

arid

breaking off

roots.
This was performed to find out if possible whether breaking

of the unretted flax straw weakened the fibers as has been stated

by some workers.

Also to find out whether the retting process

would be hastened due to the greater ease with which the organisms
could reach the pectin substances.
to continue

7

The rotting process was allowed

days.

Ordinary tap water was used for all of the tests except one
in which old retting liquor was filtered through a 4-inch layer

medium fine sand.

The filtered solution retained

its dark color

of
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and a large portion of its sediment which was allowed to settle, the

upper portion of the liquor later being siphoned off into another

retting tank.
The samples

No fresh water was added to the old filtered liquor.

of flax straw were removed at the end of 10 days even

though they were not sufficiently retted.
The retted samples were broken or braked by the aid of a

small hand operated brake, the shives removed by intermittent shak-

Ing and rerunning of the fiber through the brake as previously
described.
To carry on the dew rettin

tests, the two tanks equipped

with soil heating cable and thermostat were covered vrith two layers
of heavy tar paper so as to keep a constant temperature of 80_850
C.

A modification of the 0chiinn process previously described was

employed, moisture being supplied by soraying water from an adjoinIng retting tank which served as a reservoir, at room temperature
on the flax straw by the aid of a

minute periods daIly.

rown's No. 9 hand sprayer for 5

Also a quantity of water remained in the

bottoni of the tanks so as to aid in maintaining a very high humidity

within the closed retting chambers.
During the first tests the tanks were allowed to remain up-

right as in the water retting.

The samples were spread out more or

less uniformly over the bottom of the tanks, being supported by

small laths.

Later, small bundles were placed in the tanks without

being spread out.

One tank was

inoculated with leaf mold to in-

crease the growth of molds over the surface of the flax straw.

5].

In the final dew retting tests the tanks were set on end so
as to spray the water dovm the stems from above which was thought

would give a more uniform distribution of the moisture over the entire surface of all of the flax stems, both inside and on the outside of the bundles.

tests.

It

Daily watering was followed as in the previous

was found more difficult to keep as high a hunidity with

the tanks in this vertical position due to greater evaporation.

weights were taken of the straw as the priiìcipal interest was

No

in

quality of fiber which would have later been followed by quantitive

tests if the preliminary ones had given satisfactory results.

Experimental Data and Discussion

The effect on loosening of the fiber from small sections of

flax stems using a wide variety of chemical solutions is tabulated
in table 1.

Of the chemicals employed to ret flax, soaps and oxalate

salts gave the most satisfactory results, the former being somewhat

better than the latter.

All of the acids produoed a somewhat

smi-

lar effect in that they effectively loosened the fibers when

placed in the steam bath for a period of time but upon drying the
fibers became more or less securely fastened back onto the remainder
of the central woody core of the flax stem.
it

A partial reason why

was difficult to remove the fiber upon drying was that the central

portions of the flax stems and probably a portion of the softer

Table 1. Results on loosening of flax fibers obtained with small sections of flax sterns by
usine various concentrations of chemicals at various temperatures, for varying
lenrtis of time.

Condition of fiber
:ioncentrat ion Time Temperature
hours

Chemical

Acids:

Sulfuric

o.1-3.92i:

l-24

Acetic

0.1-4.5

0.1-2

Citric

o.i-u:

Oxalic

0.1-1

II

L

retting soin.

at 20°C.
oven at 700C.
steam bath

not loose
not loose

l-129 room at 20°C.

not loose

l-5

loose

-5

Hydrochloric

when remoVed. fron

room

l-24 oven at 70°C.
steam bath

loose

sli1htly loose

vrlien

dry

not loose

not loose
not loose

l-120 room at 20°C.
1-5 steam bath

not loose

loose

not loose

1-5f steam bath

med. loose

nat loose

1-2

loose

not loose

steam bath

Above acids followed
by washing with dilute

alkali

not loose

Bases:
Sodium hydroxide

followed by acetic,

citric

&

sulfuric

acid baths

0.1-1

N

1-5

steam bath

l-24 oven at 90°C.
1-46 room at 20°C.

l-5 steam uth

loose
si. loose

not loose
not loose

loose

not loose

not Loose

Table

i

cont'd

Arnonium hydroxide

0.1-1

Calcium hydroxide

0.5-1

n

__

sulfuric acid

Sodium carbonate

l-46

room

loose
temp. at 20°C. not loose

i-5 steam bath

%

O.5-l%&O.1N 3&l

Potassium hydroxide 0.5-1

Salts:

i-5 steam bath

.

steam bath

l-5 steam bath

%

0.83-16.6

silicate 0.25-4
-- soap

%

not loose

tried.

not loose
loose

not loose

loose

not loose

l-47 room terap. at 20°C. not loose
l-5 steam bath
med. loose

not loose

0.S&0.2%

l-100 room temp. at 20°C. not loose
l-5 oven at 70°C.
not loose
not loose
l-30 room at 20°C.
1-30 oven at 70°C.
sl. loose
loose
l-7 steam bath
not loose
l-5 steam bath
loose
i-5 Steaii bath
not loose
l-5 steam bath

0.8&O.2%

l-5

steam bath

not loose

Blood albumen

1.0

l-5

steam bath

not loose

Glycerine

10.0 %
l-5
10.0 & 2.0 1-5

steam bath
steam bath

not loose
loose

loose

l-5

steam bath

very loose

loose

l-5

steam bath

very loose

loose

Sodium nieta

'

?

Saponin
'i-

-- soap
-- acetic acid
-- sodium nieta
silicate

--

soap

Anmionii.un

Sodium

oxalato

oxalate

0.5-1

0.5-i

%

%

0.5-Sat,
0.5-5.0

%

not loose

med. loose

loose

o,

Table i cont'cl.
Soaps:

Sodium palmitate
Sodium oleate
Sodium stearate
Potassium oleate
.nmionium oleate

0.1-3.0
0.1-3.0
0.1-3.0
0.1-3.0
0.1-3.0

%
%
%
%
%

1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
l-5

steam bath
steam bath
steam
steam
steam bath

very
very
very
very
very

loose
loose
loose
loose
loose

loose
loose
loose
loose
loose
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tissues surrounding the fiber bundles were dissolved thereby leaving
the central woody cores weak and flexible rather than brittle as is
the case in natural

vter

retted straw.

With the more concentrated acid solutions a serious weakening
of the

fiber resulted which was due probably to a weakening of the

junctions between the ultinte fiber oeils and the harsh mechanical

treatment necessary to remove the fiber.

The fiber was coarse and

had a harsh feel which qualities are very undesirable for spirning

purposes.
Alkalies had a very unfavorable effect both when used alone
and when following an acid treatinent.

With the more conoentrated

solutions the ncerated stems took on a reddish cast, the degree of

redness varying with the concentration.

When dried the straw ap-

poared as a reddish, snarled mass, the cortex of the stems being

mostly dissolved and rubbery, which made
the fiber.

it

impossible to remove

With more dilute solutions the effects were less

drastic, but it was dIfficult to remove the fibers because of the

fragile and rubbery cortex.

Gillic (British patent No. 297,302,

February 15, 1927) used potassium chromate as a hardening agent

which facilitated the removal of the fiber.
a more drastic

ides.

which

Sodium hydroxide had

effect than either the arnnonium or potassium hydrox-

Calcium hydroxide was ineffective as a macerating agent
is

explained by Zakochtchikov et al (90) who states that

calcium and

maesium

compounds form insoluble salts of pectic

acid, vhile sodium and ammonium compounds form soluble salt with

5G

anhydroarahinogalactosernethoxytetragalacturonic acid, which

con-.

stftutes pectin and can be readfly removed fror the flax sters.
They claim thai; this also explains the specific aotion of aodium

and anoniurn oxalate salts whioh have lone been used as pectic solvents and which have given such good result8 in the maceration of
flax.

Calcium oxalate

is

precipitated out of solution as the re-

suit of a double decomposition.

Koryheniovskii

(40)

in comparing sodium carbonate and sodium

oxalate showed that the latter does not effect as complete a purif i-

cation of the fibers as the former but that the loss in weight was
greater with the sodium carbonate.

From the results presented in table

oalate were much more effective
carbonate which seemed to
T'ne

1,

sodium and ammonium

in loosening the fibers than

ive a more brittle central

sodium

woody core.

fiber from both the oxalate and carbonate treatments was rath

coarse and dry, the former giving a better bleached fiber which is
quite desirable.
Pure soaps of sodium and anuronium palmitate, oleate and

stearate gave quite satisfactory results, no particular one being
outstanding.

Robinson and Johnston (62) found stearate soaps to give
better results than oleate soaps, especially as regards ease in
removal of soapy materials that remain on soap retted fiber.
a

Also,

stronger and better bleached fiber was produced by the stearate

soaps.
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The satisfactory results obtained by using soaps led to a
riore

intensive study on the use of soaps as iìceration agents with

decorticated fiber.

Also, arrtoniurn oxalate w.s included and the

results of this work are reported in table 2.
Deguirming of decorticated fiber by soaps

save fairly satis-

factory results when used three hours or more on the steam bath &or near 1000 C.

It was

found difficult, however, to renove all of

the adhering soapy materials from the fiber.

Warm, running water

for a period of time was effective, but the amount of water required

to completely remove these materials would be prohibitive from an

economic standpoint.
lciwed to

Cold water was quite ineffective even if al-

flow through the fiber for a long period of time.

these unsatisfactory results, acids and alkalies were used.

With
Dilute

hydrochloric and acetic acids quickly removed the soapy feel of the
fiber but upon drying the fiber was slightly sticky, indicating perhaps that small amounts of fatty acid or some fat-like

remained on the fiber.

'fith

terial

acetic acid in addition to this sticky

feel, the fiber retained an odor resembling vinegar which was quite

disagreeable.

Washing with dilute sodium hydroxide was very unsatisfactory,
the fiber being more sticky than when washed in a small amount of

cold water.

Ammonium hydroxide acted similarly to acetic acid,

except that the fiber retained an odor of ammonia.
The degummed fiber with both the soap and ammonium oxalate

treatments was partly bleached, the latter being more effective than

Table 2.

Results of treating docorticated flax fiber with various dogurmiing agents on the
steam bath for varying lengths of time.

Degtiing
agent

Potassium oleate

Concentration
por cent
1.0

Length of

Subsequent

treatment

treatment

Remarks

feel of fiber
soft, fine fiber; free
fror soap
not entirely free fron

I1OUTS

3

washing in warm water
"

cold water

soap

both cold
and warm water
washing in dilute
hydrochloric acid
"

TV

same

L

VV

tLL

C

%

same as

slight sticky feel
W

.LU

2/3
1/3

4&5

W

1.0

l-2j

n

1.0

T'

t?

a iionium

plus

oxalate 1.0

2otassium oleato
.kranonium

1

oxalate

&

0.5

1-3

&

0.5

l-3

&

1.0

same
t,

W

with anunonium

oxalate

1.0

same as

treatments as above
t'

"

with warm water

"

with

t?

warm

water

similar results
not sufficiently retted

washed in warm water

then treated i hr. with
0.5 anunonium oxalate slightly more coarse and
on the steam bath
dry; loose
washing in warm water

not entirely loose; slightly
harsh and dry

slightly tnre dry

and harsh

al

Table 2 cont'd.
1/3 Potassium oleate &

2/3

iuinoniuxa

oxalate

.1.0

&

0.5

1-3

Sodium oleate

1.0

-1

Ammonium oleate

1.0

-1

3.0

-1

Used Potassium oleate*
t,

t,

Animonium oxalate

**

0.5

oxalate*

Ammonium oxalate

*

t'

t'

t'

t'

t'

t'

t'

t'

more harsh and sl1htly
more coarse
not sufficiently retted
?t

fibers fine and loose

2-5

"

t'

"

not sufficiently retted

2-5

"

t,

"

variable, some fiber good

t'

t'

t'

t'

nonium oxa1ate'*

TJsed Aimnoniurn

washing in warm water

0.5

1-5

"

2-5

t?

1-3

t,

better quality than from
first treatment

t,
&
w
treated ith l.0 Potassium
oleate on steam bath 1 hr.

Old liauor from previous degumming solutions used from

t?

fibers loose, dry, coarse,
sorne weak and brittle

t'

2-5 hours in

fibers loose, fine and
of fairly good quality;
low yield of fiber

the previous treatments.

Same as above except from various combinations or proportions of Potassium oleate and
aionium oxalate solutions used from 1-3 hours in the previous treatments.
01
co

the former.

This is an advantage

in favor of chemical rotting as

most fiber that is used for linen thread must be bleached.

The

quality of fiber and the degree of bleach desi'ed affect the loss

in

weight due to bleaching but this loss

per cent
in

or even moro in extreme cases.

ii.y

run up

as

high as 25

In addition to this loss

weight and probably a similar loss in strength, the process is

expensive, requiring extra handling, chemicals, washing, drying,
oto.

Bleaching would not always be so necessary with fiber de-

gummed by these solutions.
is

Usually, havever, only a partial bleach

obtained with the soap and if a complete bleach wore desired, it

would be necessary to complete the bleaching later on before the
thread could be made into cloth.

This would involve the same

amount of handling but a ahortor period in the bleaching solution.
Asmnonium oxalato produced a rather coarse, dry, harsh feeling

fiber which seemed to be brittle, especially when treated for more

than two hours in the steam bath.

removing the oxalato from the

No difficulty was encountered in

deuned

fiber.

Solutions previously

used to dogum samples of fiber gave quite satisfactory results.
The fiber

was less harsh, finer and seemed to be much stronger.

had a bright luster and was pure white in color.

Very little

It

dif-

ference was apparent between the samjles deguimned in solutions that
had been used one, two, three or four hours in the previous treatment.
The explanation of this good quality of fiber is difficult

and probably not a dilution

factor

as moro dilute

solutions

than
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0.5 per cent were unsatisfactory.

to

sorne

There is a possibility that due

previous chemical combination of the awionium

olate

with

peotic materials and other organic salts in the decorticated fiber,
a combination of physically active substances was produood vthioh

aided in the loosening of the fibers or a breaking dovm of the

binding xriteria1s.

At any rate, an equally effective looaening of

the fibers resulted and a better quality of fiber was produced.

Similar results were not found to occur when soaps were

used the second time.

The effect of soaps in the loosening or de-

urimtng of fiber has not

been studied to any extent.

Vhether or

not it is a chemical reaction is not definitely known, but it seems

probable that it is moro of a physical reaction,
quite stable and not readily broken davrn.

in that soaps are

Some have thought it to

be a wetting effect as soaps are good wetting agents, but based

upon our exDoriments this is not believed to be the case,

Saponin,

also a wetting agent, failed to looscii the fibers satisfactorIly.
Because of the fact that

soa'i

solutions fail to degum more

than a certain quantity of fiber would suggest that the soap is
altered in some way so that it is no longer effective,
fact t:at very little differenoo

treated for three,

is

Mso,

the

apparent between samples

four or five hours as regards quality and

strength would support the above sugest ion.

How long

it

would

be possible to leave fiber in the degunmiing bath without deteriora-

tien in quality and strength is not known as the mere physical
action of heat in the presence of moisture has a tendency to break
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dowa

he bindLng maferials of the fiber bundles and would, no doubt,

cause a serious weakening of the fibers after a period of time.

Further investigations along this line would be of interest.
No signifIcant difference in strength is apparent betveen
the soap and anunonium oxalate retted fiber as

is

shown in table 3.

In the case of the latter, not only did the tiro-hour treatment give
a stronger fiber but also a cleaner fiber th&n the one-hour treat-

ment.

This is probably due to the fact that the fiber in the latter

case was not sufficiently retted and because of the severe mechanical treatrnent necessary to remove the shives, the fiber was

ally weakened.

maten-

Vhen treated for three hours or more it would appear

that a slight weakening of the fibers resulted as severe mechanIcal

treatment was not necessary to remove the shives.

This supports

the

view that the arsronium oxalate enters into chemical combination with
the poetic materials and with an excess of chemical, the reaction

continues to the extent that the pectin, which binds the ultinte
fibers,

is

attacked, thereby weakening t:e fibers.

All of the fiber strength tests were low as compared to those
of fiber from natural water retted straw.

However, the chemically

retted fiber averaged almost as strong as the water retted decorticated fiber.

Robinson and Johnston (62) found the strength tests

of soap retted flax straw to vary sonewhat for the different soaps

but that they were practically equal to those of fiber from natural

water retted straw.

These results show quite conclusively that the

fibers were weakened by decortication of the unretted flax stems.

Table 3.

Comparison of strength of flax fiber demmied with soap and aìiunonium oxalate solutions
on the steam bath for varying lenths of tine with fiber froii natural warm water retted

flax straw.

Degunning

solution

Length

Concentration

of
treatment

____________________________________

Potassium oleate

xtoniun oxalate

per cent

hours

1.0

2
3
4

0.5

1.0

&

0.5

atura1 water retted strai
*

.verage of 10 samples of

Average breaking strength

per

kgs.

n. of

5

0.0439
0.0376
0.0543

151.5
134.4

1
2

0.0569
0.0629

7.68

12.50

3

0.0352

4

0.0347
0.0325

5.00
4.58
4.27

135.0
198.7
142.0

170.8

174.2

132.0
131.4

1

each

0.0636

11.88

186.8

7

dazjs

0.0402

18.66

464.2

fiber selected at

random from the

fiber

ks.

6.64
5.90
6.42
9.46

C.0437

5

Potassium oleato
followed by
aonium oxalato

Average*
weight
of
sample
grams

larger samples.
C)
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Water Rett

Experiments

Fiber of high quality

manner with warm tap

ter.

ws

roduced by retting in the usual

The fiber was uniform, medium fine and

In contrast to

very strong in addition to having a bricht luster.

this fiber, that produced from stra't rotted in old rotting liquor

was of very low quality and could not be freed entirely from its
shivea.

A comparison of the rotting losses, scutched fiber and

fiber strength tests is shown in tables 4 and

5.

Apoarently, the

old rotting liquor acted unfavorably towards the developing flora of

the new straw and, as a result, very little loosening of the fibers

was effected.

The loss in weight due to retting was the same as

with the fresh water which would indicate that

sorne

change other

than the leaching out of the soluble materials had taken place.

It

seems probable that cellulose rather than pectin consuming organisms

functioned as when straw is a1lwed to remain in the retting solu-

tion too long it is this flora that develops and a serious weakening
of the fiber results.

This is borne out by comparing the strength

tests shown in tables 4 and

5.

In addition to producing a weak fiber that could not be

freed entirely of its shivea, the fiber was of a dark brown color,

earse and had

a

harsh feel.

Better reaults, no doubt, would have

been gotten by using only a small portion of the old rotting liquor,
especially if

sorne

al]line substance had been added

the harmful acids present.

to neutralize

As was mentioned previously, this was

Table 4.

Sample
o.

Showing limited variation in loss from retting, scutchinç and hackling of 4 uniformly
treated samples of natural warm water retted flax straw.
Vleight

deseeded
straw

gis.

Weight
retted
straw

Loss
in

retting

Scutched fiber
in per cent
deseeded
weight
straw

Hackled fiber
in per cent
deseeded
weight
straw

«r

irns

gms.

ns.

1

1500

1190

20.67

328

21.87

187

12.47

2

1500

1197

20.20

341

22.73

193

12.87

3

1500

1205

19.67

354

23.60

195

13.00

4

1500

1200

20.00

352

23.47

229

15.27

1500

1198

20.27

344

22.92

201

13.40

Average

CJI

Table 5.

ffect of retting deseeed flax straw in old retting lïquor and in fresh water upon retting
losses, per cent of scutched fiber and fiber strength.

:ature of ret

Length of
retting
period

days

Weiht

Loss

deseeded

in

straw

retting

ms.

Scutched fiber
in rer cent
W8jTuìt

dseeded
straw

rnz.

Fiber strength tests
verage breaking str.
verage
weigiit
per gm. fiber
sample
gmìs.

kgs.

ks.

In old liquor

10

560

19.1

152*

27.14

0.0430

7.35

170.9

In old liquor

10

560

19.1

143*

25.54

0.0485

8.10

164.9

7

1500

20.3

344

22.90

0.0402

18.66

464.2

In fresh tap water

*

Fiber was not entirely free from shives.
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the principle of the Vansteenklste,

Coussine and other processes

which are used to a limited extent.
The rosults obtained from rotting decorticated fiber were far

from satisfactory.

First,

it

was almost Irapossible to determine

when to terminate the ret as the loo8e core test could not be applied.

It seemed to be more of a guess as no

has been evolved for this purpose.

standardized method

Second, after the decorticated

fiber was retted and washed thoroughly,

it had to be placed on saine

clean structure, or hung up to dry as it could not be set up in
stooks like

-the

bundles of straw.

when dried artificially.

This was quite inconvenient except

Third, upon drying the fibers seemed to

become more or less matted with the result that the shives were difficult to remove.
This is in harmony with the findings of Krais (41) in which
he reports

that previous breaking of the stems appears to favor a

quicker ret,

bu-t

that it is considered much moro advantageous to

steep the stems whole, as the woody portions can then be removed
intact, whereas with broken stems particles

of wood become entangled

among the fibers.
The yield of scutched fiber was equal to that from

-the

retted straw but was darker in color, more coarse and had a more
harsh feel.
is

In addition, the decorticat.ed fiber was much weaker as

shown in table 6, which would indicate that the fiber was weak-

ened by being broken before retting.

Seiunes

(74) claims that this

has been responsible for the failure of deguirriing processes in the

Table ô.

Effect of retting lots of decorticated flax fiber in rater at 30-85°F. for varythg 1enrths
of time.

Length

Weiíht

Sap1e retting deseeded
;o.

Loss due 7eiht
Teight
decortic'd.
to
retted.

Losa

Scutched fiber

in

in

Hackled fiber

er cent

in

c1

Breaking
strength!

period

straw

fiber

days

&r.iz.

j;na.

200

120

40.0

112

.7

44

22.0

13.8

6.90

18'7.6

200

135

32.5

123

¶I.Ù

46

23.0

14.6

7.30

137.7

47

23.5

14.9

7.45

189.5

i

7

2

breaking

fiber retting wei:ht

deseeded
straw

rt.deseeded
straw

s.

¿irs.

gtn.

of fiber

.

3

'7

200

150

10.0

151

16.11

4

5

100

50

50.0

47

6.00

22.5

22.5

630

6.30

147.7

5

5

100

80

20.0

68

15.00

23.4

23.4

5.10 5.10

130.5

6

3

100

80

20.0

69

13.75

24.6

24.6

5.25 5.25

73.6

7

1500

1198

20.27

13.40

464.2

*

*

Latural water retted straw.

344

22.9

201

past.

He claims recently to have perfected a machine that will not

stretch or break the unretted fibers which may have a marked effect
on improving the deuinmin

of fiber biologically as well as chem-

icaily.
The degree to which the flax straw was decorticated did not

seem to show any consistent differences

in strength of the fiber.

Sample number 6 which was only partially rotted was very dit'ficult

to clean up and the fibers were probably weakened by the mechanical

treatment necessary to remove all of the shives.

Also, the fibers

in addition to being coarse and harsh were partially coated

with

gunurr residues that could not be removed by scutching and hackling.

These adhering materials increased the weight of the fiber strength
samples over what they would have been provided they had been re-

moved in the retting process and thereby lowered the breaking

strength per unit weight of fiber.

This may partially explain the

lack of uniformity in the results presented in table G.
The saving of a day or two out of six or seven for the

ordinary tank retting method probably is not enough to warrant the
extra handling of the straw to decorticato it previous to rotting.

This would be especially so if retting was delayed until the fol-

lowing summer as is the usual practice when time is not as important a factor as at harvest time.
In suzmarizing rotting of decorticated fiber, the advantages
i'clude:

handle and

1.
3.

a slightly shorter retting period,
a

2.

less bulk to

smaller space or volume of solution is necessary per
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unît of fiber for retting.

hand1in

of the straw,

care in drying vthich

2.

The di.sadvaMages include:

an extra

more mechanical treatment, 3. more special

if artificially dried,

and 4. a poorer quality of fiber.
of docorticated fiber

1.

inorease8 the cost,

It is apparent that the retting

is more exvensive because

of the extra

handling and care of the fiber in comparison to the retting of
straw.

Therefore, because of the greater expense and poorer quality

of fiber that is obtained, the rettlng of decorticated fiber is not

warranted by :nethods available at the present time.

If sorne method

can be devised so as not to injure the fibers upon decortication, a

more thorough consIderation of this form of retting will be in order.

Dew Retting Experiments
The dew retting process somewhat approached that of 0ohrrxm's

being modified to the extent that water was applied every day for
five minutes instead of every second day for two hours.

Weights of

the deseoded straw were taken in ali cases but due to the poor

quality of fiber produced no further data were considered worth
while.
In the first trials a rather poor growth of molds developed

aver the surface of the retting flax straw.

It was noticed by

using the loose core test that the lower portions of the flax
stems retted much more slowly than the middle and top portions of
the stems.

Sellegren (73) states that this

is

due to the presence

of larger quantities of gluten in the lower portion of the stem and
in the root which is slow to dissolve.

The top ends of prepared
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flax fiber have a darker color and less strength than the ro
ends.

This phenomena also occurs to a less marked extent in water

retted straw.

In general, however, this condition is overlooked

as it probably could not be overcome and would not be practical.

The sterns on the izinediate surface seemed to ret more

rapidly than those just below.

Also, these stems retained a better

color than those in contact with the laths on the bottom of the

retting tanks.

There was not much difference in quality of fiber

from straw that retted 12 and 18 days.
It was quite coarse, harsh and had a

dark brown color.

The

fiber had numerous dark spots which were more or less rotton,

thereby weakening the fiber greatly.

This probably was due to

colonies of cellulose decomposing organisms developing at these
points.

A luxuriant growth of molds developed on the small bundles
that were inoculated with leaf mold.

After retting for two weeks

the straw on top was fairly well retted but on the inside and on

the lower side of the bundles the stems had not started to ret.
A

gelatinous-like layer of gummy material formed a water-proof layer

over the entire top surface of the flax bundles, thereby serving as
a

watershed for the remaining straw below.

This straw which had

not retted was covered by a dusty material which was probably coin-

posed largely of mold spores.
The forming of this water-proof layer over the horizontally

placed bundles suggested that perhaps a more uniform retting could
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be obtained by setting the tanks on end so the bundles of flax straw

would be in a vertical position and which would allow the water to
run down the sterns from above.

In the first trials several siîll

bundles were used but it was found that retting was not uniform,
the top or upper portions and the outside portion towards the opening where the water was applied retted while the other portions were

only partially retted.

A plentiful supply of moisture in the form

of a fine spray was applied but it did not follow all of the stems

down to the root end but rather developed small waterways on the
side towards the opening previously mentioned.

In spraying the

water on the bundles most of the water was applied to the top,

directing the water straigtt

diward.

sUso, the outside of the

bundles towards the opening was given a supply of moisture while the
other side or back side of the bundles renined more or less dry.

As a final resort it was decided to place on

large bundle

of straw in each tank and select satnples of straw from the

portion to work up.

inside

The large bundles were treated as previously

described and at the end of two weeks were opened up so as to select
samples.

It was found that the straw was not retted uniformly,

s

;tems being only slightly retted throughout most of their length

while others were fairly well retted.
sterns

Also, a larger portion of the

were retted above the middle as was previously found to be the

case.
The unsuccessful results obtained by dew retting might be

attributed to an insufficient supply of moisture to support a
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luxuriant growth of organisms at all times.

Because the straw was

it

did not have the mois-

tightly in

not packed

ture retaining

large container,

a

power and

portunity to absorb as

also probably did not have as

much

moisture because of the greater ease

the water percolated

wLth which

Rusohmann (7].)

first-class

good an op-

down

through between the stems.

states that under favorable conditions

a

product can be obtained which would tend to verify the

above assuriptions as regards the causes to

expl.in the unsatis-

factory resu].t8 obtained.
The Oc}tiwm
Europe

process has giver, rather satisfactory results in

and according

to Carbone (20) in

establishments were using the

pumps

1930 some of

the retting

formerly used in the Coussine

process to carry out the aeration of the water shower in this process.

SUMMARY

Various chemical solutions viere usod at different concentra-

tions and
to find

temperatures, for varying

one or more

and inorganic

salts

oxa).ates yielded a
Degurruning
A

that

would

effectIvely ret flax. Acids, hases

fiber,

Sodium and aiunonium

fiber of rather

low

quality.

with soaps gave the most satisfactory results.

oreairr white to white fiber of

The

of time in an attempt

satisfactory.

were not
bleached

lengths

fairly

good

quality

was produced.

however, was riot uniforn in color and usually riot white

enough to eliminate bleaching

entirely

where bleached yarns were
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desired.

It

was found difficult to remove the adhering soapy

materLals from the deguzad fiber.

Washing with warm water gave

better results than with cold water, dilute acid,
oxalate solutions.

al1li

or aiîunoniwa

The amount of water necessary to remove most of

the adhering soapy materials was prohibitive from an economic standPo lxii;.
The strength of soap retted tibor did not decrease by reins

ining in the degunimth.g bath a longer time than was necessary to

completely loosen the shives from the fiber.

The strength tests

were considerably lower than for fiber fron natural water rettod

straw but were equal to water retted deoorticated fiber.

This sup-

ports the belief that decorticating unretted straw by present methods

weakens the fiber.
Chemical

retting processes reported in this paper were un-

satisfactory and do not warrant their adoption in place of the
natural warm water tank retting that is generally being used at the

present time.

Flax straw rotted by the warn water tank method ¿ave a
strong, bright colored fiber of high quality.

Attempts to ret flax in old retting liquor were unsuccessful.
The rotting process was prolonged and a very poor quality fiber was

produced.
Biological degumming of decorticated fiber gave unsatis-

factory resulta.

The quality of the degummed fiber was poor.

was dull colored, dry and weak.

It

No standard test can be used to
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determine accurately when rettin

is

completed thereby

nking

it

difficult to stop the process at the exact time.

Dew retting in a closed chamber gave unsatisfactory results.
Rotting was not uniform, gave a dark colored fiber and required at
least a week longer than natural warm water rotting in addition to

requiring more labor and expenso.
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